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Background
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● In  2019, PW Com m unica tions launched SHELDON to 
provide  specia lized  ana lytics products to  fede ra l and  
com m ercia l clien ts.

● SHELDON is a  da ta  driven  advisory firm  focused  on  
provid ing transparency in to U.S. gove rnm ent da ta  with  
the  goa l of im proving adoption  of gove rnm ent-funded 
capabilitie s, reducing duplica tive  re search  and  
deve lopm ent e fforts, p rovid ing situa tiona l awareness 
of the  ava ilab le  m arke t for goods and  se rvices in  the  
USG, facilita ting supplie r sourcing, and  m ore . 

● SBIR funding tim e line : 
○ 2019: Phase  I SBIR award  from  the  Air Force  
○ 2019: Phase  II led  by the  Air Force  with  join t 

funding from  the  Navy, and  Defense  Technica l 
Inform ation  Cente r. 

○ 2022: Follow-on Phase  II led  by the  Navy with  join t 
funding from  the  Air Force

SHELDON is a subsidiary of PW 
Communications, a leading provider of proposal 
support services to federal and commercial 
clients worldwide 

● Founded in 1996

● Certified woman -owned small business

● Top-secret security clearance

SHELDON clients include:
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The SHELDON Dataset
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The SHELDON dataset contains hundreds of open source federal and 
federally-adjacent datasets that have been unified to create a fully 
explorable, dynamic mirror of the federal government and all of the 
entities that it works with. 

Federal Outlays
Federal expenditures at the prime and 

subcontractor levels, including research 
grants, traditional and nontraditional 

contracts, SBIR awards, and more

Entity Information
Detailed data on millions of recipients of 

federal funding at the prime and 
subcontractor levels, including companies, 
nonprofits, academic research institutions, 

consortia and more 

Budget documents
Millions of pages of budgetary information 
including Office of Management and 
Budget data, RDT&E budget data, specific 
DoD budget data, program element 
information and more 

Policy documents
Thousands of pages of policy documents 

including DoD Directives

Customer -furnished 
unclassified data
We can incorporate unclassified 
data from customers directly

Open & Archived Solicitations
Millions of active and archive 
solicitations including RFPs, RFIs, 
Sources Sought, BAAs, CSOs and more
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We’re planning to direct resources into a key technology. 
How much has the USG spent on that technology? What USG stakeholders have invested; and 
in what external entities (companies, universities, research institutions, not for profits, etc.)? 

We’re looking for an innovative new technology.
What existing USG vendors or research entities are doing related work? Can we leverage 
them? What other USG stakeholders are seeking/investing in similar technologies? Can we 
collaborate to reduce duplicative efforts, and to ensure our market research and investments 
drive next -generation innovation?

We’re looking to solve a complex capability gap.
Who else across the USG is tackling related problems? How can we adapt their solutions to 
address our gap?

Several of our critical small vendors went out of business or grew into “large” 
businesses, and we need alternative sources of supply.
What other small businesses provide similar products/services to other USG customers? 

Solving Problems with SHELDON
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SHELDON enables government stakeholders of all technical skill to use big data to answer questions and solve problems in area s like resource 
allocation, technology development and transition, benchmarking and success metrics, supplier sourcing, and more. 

SHELDON facilitates answers to questions such as:

How well is my organization achieving its priorities/objectives? For 
Example:

● My organiza tion  is focused  on  a ttracting innovative  new supplie rs. 
To what exten t a re  we  contracting with  new vendors?

● Does m y portfolio re flect m ode rn iza tion  prioritie s? Are  we  d irecting 
re sources in to com panie s with  the  “righ t” capabilitie s?  

● It’s critica l tha t we  expand/d ive rsify key aspects of our industria l 
base . Are  we  doing a  good  job  of tha t?

I’m trying to connect suppliers in my organization’s portfolio with 
transition partners and/or other relevant government customers.
What gove rnm ent stakeholde rs a re  seeking the  capabilitie s /  p roducts /  
se rvice s m y portfolio com panie s posse ss? How do I connect m y supplie rs 
with  the se  poten tia l end-use rs?

Am I investing adequate R&D resources to solve my organization’s 
problems?
Am  I prioritizing m y organiza tion’s R&D investm ents appropria te ly?
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What is SHELDON?
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SHELDON is a data science consulting firm. 

SHELDON has developed a unique dataset containing 
millions of data points related to U.S. government 
spending and the federal market. We partner with 
customers to leverage the SHELDON dataset to answer 
their questions and solve their specific problems. 

We are not a software company selling a 
“one size fits all” product. 

Instead, SHELDON’s data scientists build custom 
solutions for each customer based on their unique 
needs, workflows and technical proficiency. Solutions 
can take the form of static or interactive reports, 
interactive dashboards, raw data files, or custom 
developed software — all powered by our unique 
database.

Communicate Need

Client explains a high-level 
question or problem 
statement, and SHELDON 
translates it into data and 
analysis needs.
A series of driving problem 
statements and questions 
guide the conversation.

Clarify Need

SHELDON identifies and 
proposes technical and 
data requirements:
Which parts of the 
SHELDON data are 
required? Which added 
data sources need to be 
acquired? Which 
technologies and products 
are needed?

Statement of 
Work Developed

Clarify and finalize 
outputs, timelines, and 
costs. Client and 
SHELDON team review 
and update.

Task Order 
Finalized

Budgets in place, 
teams finalized and 
work commences.

PHASE ONE PHASE TWO PHASE THREE PHASE FOUR

Problem to Plan

Analytics Products
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Sample Use Case:
Navy stakeholders are looking to solve a complex 
capability gap that will require an investment into 
a key technology (ex: Augmented Reality) and, 
among other things, are looking for innovative AR 
technologies. 

What existing vendors or research entities are doing 
related work? Can the Navy leverage them? What other 
USG stakeholders are seeking/investing in similar 
technologies? Can the Navy collaborate?

6
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Federal spend reports  
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Objective
Provide a detailed analysis of historic and future investment by the USG into any 
product, service or concept area, in turn:

● Enabling USG stakeholders to make more informed, coordinated 
investment decisions and providing greater situational awareness 
of the available market for goods and services across the USG 

● Enabling USG stakeholders to assess the impact of policies on 
outcomes

● Facilitating transition efforts by providing actionable insights into 
USG market opportunities

Workflow 
● Develop term corpus: SHELDON uses input keywords from SMEs and 

algorithmically develops a se t of terms to describe  a topic 

● Explore incidences of terms across SHELDON dataset

● Populate templated interactive  presentation with matched information 

Final Deliverable:
● Full report (120+ interactive  slides) & 

executive  summary

● Suitable  for nontechnical audience

Example: Federal Investment in AR

https://www.sheldon-insights.com/deliverables/nestt/clin006/nestt/augmented_reality/fsr/executive/#1
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Custom Interactive Dashboards: Trelliscope
Trelliscope is an open source tool for managing, sorting, and visualizing large quantities of data. 
It is interactive, scalable, and infinitely customizable.
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In 2020, NESTT partnered with SHELDON to determine 
if existing SBIR-funded companies could satisfy their 
capability gap, prior to releasing a BAA. 

SHELDON identified 13000+ relevant SBIR-funded 
companies and used Trelliscope to sort and filter these 
matches, to create a shortlist of 40 relevant companies. 

In this process, SHELDON introduced NESTT to 
Trelliscope: NESTT Supplier Discovery (2020)

In 2022, Trelliscope creator Ryan Hafen joined the 
SHELDON team. 

SBIR funding has enabled significant improvements to 
the Trelliscope UI and functionality 

Example: TRELLISCOPE: AR Awards $30K+

https://asbcllc.com/sheldon/phase_2/clin008/navy_rfi/matching/text_distance_similarity/company_level/2015_to_2020_filtered/index.html#display=Navy_RFI_Company_Level_Matches___SBIRs_2015_to_2020&nrow=1&ncol=3&arr=row&pg=1&labels=name_company_clean,date_company_start,date_sam_registration,count_distinct_matched_keywords,keywords_all_matched,distinct_matches_all_matched,count_contracts_phase_3,count_contracts_phase_2,count_keyword_total,count_awards_matching_keywords,count_distinct_matches,count_sbirs,date_first_sbir,date_recent_sbir,date_recent_fpds,correlation_company_full_text,cosine_company_full_text,euclidean_distance,manhattan_distance,has_prior_navy_sbir,url_google,url_google_sec,url_company&sort=count_awards_matching_distinct_match;desc&filter=&sidebar=1&fv=
https://www.sheldon-insights.com/deliverables/nestt/clin006/nestt/augmented_reality/trelliscopes/index.html#selectedDisplay=AUGMENTED%20REALITY%20SUPPLIER%20BASE%3A%20ALL%20AWARDS&ncol=6&pg=1&viewtype=grid&sidebarActive=true&showLabels=true&labels=id_award,awardee,date_award_recent,terms_matched,name_award,funding_sheldon,department_award,agency_award,office_award,amount_award_total,label_bertopic,description_award,company_url,save&sort=amount_award_total;desc;number&fv=awardee,label_bertopic,amount_award_total,terms_matched,name_award,funding_sheldon,agency_award,department_award
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Questions?
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Traditional Solutions

Enterprise Software Tools
● Expensive to develop and deploy.
● Standard, rather than customizable, features and user 

interface.
● Difficult to explore subsets of the data.

Marketplace Platforms
● One-size-fits-all design that forces the client to fit to the 

software, rather than fitting the software to the client.
● Require users to self-report; only 
● valuable once they have been adopted by a critical mass of 

stakeholders.

Traditional Market Research
● Uses single, outdated data sources instead of catching the 

full breadth of what is out there.

Traditional Consulting Firms
● Do not prioritize transparency. They calculate 

numbers/figures in a “black box.”  
● No incentive for customers to interact with data directly or 

to derive insights from the data independent from their 
services. These misaligned incentives add costs and time 
to the engagement.

The SHELDON Difference
SHELDON’s one-of-a-kind dataset contains millions of disaggregated 
government and government -adjacent data points, unified into a single, 
usable resource — putting it at the forefront of what makes SHELDON 
special. Additionally, SHELDON prioritizes:

Transparency
SHELDON’s interactive outputs allow the end-user to dig into the 
data, enabling them to extract more insights and understand 
how figures were calculated.

Data Integrity
SHELDON’s dataset comes from diverse sources, leading to a 
more complete and honest answer.

Customization
SHELDON’s analytics products are customized to the particular 
needs of the client.

Interactivity
SHELDON’s analytics products emphasize interactivity so that 
users can understand the information at hand and use it to 
make data-driven decisions.

Affordable & Secure
SHELDON products don’t have to be hosted on a server, leading 
to easy integration, virtually no monetary upkeep, and security 
benefits.
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